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Abstract 

Background: To introduce and compare multiple biological effectiveness guided (BG) proton plan optimization 
strategies minimizing variable relative biological effectiveness (RBE) induced dose burden in organs at risk (OAR) while 
maintaining plan quality with a constant RBE.

Methods: Dose-optimized (DOSEopt) proton pencil beam scanning reference treatment plans were generated for 
ten cranial patients with prescription doses ≥ 54 Gy(RBE) and ≥ 1 OAR close to the clinical target volume (CTV). For 
each patient, four additional BG plans were created. BG objectives minimized either proton track-ends, dose-averaged 
linear energy transfer  (LETd), energy depositions from high-LET protons or variable RBE-weighted dose  (DRBE) in 
adjacent serially structured OARs. Plan quality (RBE = 1.1) was assessed by CTV dose coverage and robustness (2 mm 
setup, 3.5% density), dose homogeneity and conformity in the planning target volumes and adherence to OAR 
tolerance doses.  LETd,  DRBE (Wedenberg model, α/βCTV = 10 Gy, α/βOAR = 2 Gy) and resulting normal tissue complica-
tion probabilities (NTCPs) for blindness and brainstem necrosis were derived. Differences between DOSEopt and BG 
optimized plans were assessed and statistically tested (Wilcoxon signed rank, α = 0.05).

Results: All plans were clinically acceptable. DOSEopt and BG optimized plans were comparable in target volume 
coverage, homogeneity and conformity. For recalculated  DRBE in all patients, all BG plans significantly reduced near-
maximum  DRBE to critical OARs with differences up to 8.2 Gy(RBE) (p < 0.05). Direct  DRBE optimization primarily reduced 
absorbed dose in OARs (average ΔDmean = 2.0 Gy; average ΔLETd,mean = 0.1 keV/µm), while the other strategies 
reduced  LETd (average ΔDmean < 0.3 Gy; average ΔLETd,mean = 0.5 keV/µm). LET-optimizing strategies were more robust 
against range and setup uncertaintes for high-dose CTVs than  DRBE optimization. All BG strategies reduced NTCP for 
brainstem necrosis and blindness on average by 47% with average and maximum reductions of 5.4 and 18.4 percent-
age points, respectively.

Conclusions: All BG strategies reduced variable RBE-induced NTCPs to OARs. Reducing  LETd in high-dose voxels may 
be favourable due to its adherence to current dose reporting and maintenance of clinical plan quality and the avail-
ability of reported  LETd and dose levels from clinical toxicity reports after cranial proton therapy. These optimization 
strategies beyond dose may be a first step towards safely translating variable RBE optimization in the clinics.
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Background
In proton therapy treatment planning and delivery, a 
generic constant relative biological effectiveness (RBE) of 
1.1 is used to account for the higher cell killing efficiency 
of protons over photons [1, 2]. However, in-vitro and in-
vivo studies show that RBE varies within a treatment field 
as a function of physical and biological parameters [3, 4]. 
While emerging clinical studies showed that RBE varies 
with the linear energy transfer (LET) and tissue-specific 
radiosensitivity [5–11], some studies did not find corre-
lations between LET and toxicity with the interpatient 
variability being a potential obscuring effect [12, 13]. The 
uncertainty in RBE already affects daily clinical proton 
therapy treatment planning strategies [14, 15] and urges 
the exploration and development of treatment planning 
strategies beyond absorbed dose optimization [16, 17].

LET and RBE increase as protons slow down and reach 
their maximum at the end of beam range [3]. Since the 
distal edge of the treatment field is placed in normal tis-
sue, RBE variability may increase the risk for normal tis-
sue toxicity in adjacent organs at risk (OAR) [18]. Recent 
studies on brain tumor patients reported that radiation-
induced image changes occur at the distal edge of pro-
ton treatment fields, where high absorbed dose coincides 
with elevated LET and RBE [5, 7, 8, 10]. Therefore, proton 
therapy centers avoid fields stopping in front or within 
OARs, avoid acute opening angles between incident 
beams or add more fields to reduce the relative weight 
of inevitable beams stopping in OAR proximity [14, 15]. 
However, a recent replanning study for glioma patients 
concluded that these clinical strategies are only effec-
tive for some patients and biologically guided treatment 
planning strategies beyond absorbed dose are needed for 
an effective risk reduction in normal tissues in view of a 
variable RBE [19].

Dosimetrically equivalent treatment plans can feature 
different underlying LET distributions in the same ana-
tomical region [20]. This allows for maintaining the use 
of a constant RBE in the target volume to ensure tumor 
control, as recently recommended [2], while reducing 
LET and variable RBE induced dose burden in normal 
tissues through optimization. Hence, treatment plans 
with more favorable LET and, thus, variable RBE dis-
tributions in healthy tissue can be created through bio-
logically guided treatment planning strategies without 
compromising target volume coverage. Optimization 
approaches beyond absorbed dose were studied indi-
vidually and include the optimization of LET [21–25], 

variable RBE with different in-vitro data based models 
[26, 27] or the redistribution of proton track-ends, which 
spatially coincide with high LET and absorbed dose [28]. 
While different groups demonstrated these biological 
effectiveness guided optimization techniques to be effec-
tive on their own, strengths and weaknesses of each strat-
egy will only become visible in a direct comparison and 
must be evaluated before considering translation of these 
approaches into clinical studies.

This study introduces and compares four optimization 
strategies beyond absorbed dose optimization to mitigate 
variable RBE-induced dose burden in OARs while ensur-
ing target dose coverage and plan quality with a con-
stant RBE. All treatment plans were designed in line with 
today’s clinical practice and utilized the clinical treatment 
field angles used for that patient. Planning strategies 
include the optimization of track-end distributions, dose-
averaged LET  (LETd) in voxels of high absorbed dose, 
variable RBE-weighted dose  (DRBE) and the introduction 
of a new approach penalizing dose contributions by high-
LET protons (‘dirty dose’). The potential of each optimi-
zation strategy to reduce  LETd,  DRBE and normal tissue 
complication probability (NTCP) in OARs is assessed 
for ten cranial proton therapy patients. This study aims 
towards safely translating optimization with variable RBE 
into clinical practice.

Methods
Patients and general treatment planning
All patients included in this analysis were covered 
by the ethics approval of a prospective registry study 
(German Clinical Trial Register: DRKS00004384) and 
provided written informed consent. Ten cranial proton 
therapy patients were selected with prescription doses 
of 54 Gy(RBE) or higher, using an RBE of 1.1, and one 
or more dose-limiting serial OAR close to the clinical 
target volume (CTV, Table 1). Treatment planning was 
based on the planning target volumes (PTV), defined 
as 5  mm isotropic expansion of the CTV to account 
for range and setup uncertainties of 3.5% and 2  mm, 
respectively. Multi-field optimized (MFO) proton 
pencil beam scanning treatment plans were created 
using the clinical beam model from the IBA Proteus 
Plus (IBA PT, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium) dedicated 
nozzle at The West German Proton Therapy Centre 
Essen and the research treatment planning system 
(TPS) RayStation v8.99.30.101 (RaySearch Laborato-
ries AB, Stockholm, Sweden). Treatment plans were 
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deemed clinically acceptable if their constant RBE-
weighted dose distribution  (D1.1) did not exceed OAR 
tolerance doses and showed adequate CTV coverage. 
CTV underdosages were only accepted to fulfil OAR 
tolerance doses. Clinically acceptable reference treat-
ment plans were created using solely objectives for the 
absorbed dose multiplied with a constant RBE of 1.1 
 (D1.1) and are hereafter termed DOSEopt plans. Simul-
taneous integrated boost concept was used for patients 
with two CTVs (Table 1). A grid size of 2 × 2 x 2  mm3 
and a statistical Monte Carlo (MC) uncertainty of 
0.5%, defined as the arithmetic mean of one standard 
deviation in dose across all voxels with doses higher 
than 50% of a beam’s maximum dose, for the final dose 
calculation were used. For each patient, the same and 
clinically used treatment field angles were used for 
DOSEopt and for the biological effectiveness guided 
(BG) treatment plans, respectively (Table 1).

Biological effectiveness guided treatment plan 
optimization
This study aimed to reduce the variable RBE-weighted 
dose  (DRBE) in dose-limiting serial OARs, while keep-
ing the absorbed dose, thus  D1.1, to the CTV compara-
ble to the corresponding DOSEopt reference plan. First, 
the weights and levels of the  D1.1-based objectives found 
with DOSEopt were transferred without modification to 
the optimization of the BG treatment plans. Second, for 
each BG optimization (BGopt) planning strategy, specific 
objective functions beyond  D1.1 were added to reduce 
 DRBE to dose-limiting serial OARs, hereafter termed criti-
cal OARs (Fig. 1, Table 1). To allow for a  DRBE reduction 
through a redistribution of stopping protons, a small 
increase in mean  D1.1 to healthy brain tissue is expected. 
In accordance with similar previous studies, this increase 
was kept below 3% [22, 28]. The four different BG opti-
mization strategies ranged from physical to biological 

Table 1 Patient and treatment planning characteristics of all patients

CTV clinical target volume, Fx fractions, OAR organ at risk, Opt optic nerve, L left, R right, a: with rangeshifter

Patient 
number

Diagnosis Prescribed median dose/Gy(RBE) Fx Dose-limiting OARs Treatment field 
angles (Gantry, 
Couch)Primary CTV Secondary CTV

1 Meningioma 54 – 30 Brainstem (90°,310°)
(120°,0°)a

(70°,0°)a

2 Rosette-forming glioneu-
ronal tumor, relapse

54 – 30 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (90°,350°)a

(90°,190°)a

(90°,270°)

3 Meningioma 54 – 30 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (90°,350°)a

(90°,320°)a

(90°,180°)

4 Meningioma 54 – 30 Opt. L, Chiasm, Brainstem (90°,0°)a

(90°,320°)a

(90°,270°)

5 Meningioma 54 – 30 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (290°,0°)a

(240°,0°)a

(90°,0°)

6 Chondrosarcoma 69.3 54.45 33 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (90°,190°)a

(90°,350°)a

(90°,250°)

7 Adenoidcystic carcinoma 70 63 35 Opt. L, Chiasm, Brainstem (240°,10°)a

(25°,0°)a

(105°,0°)

8 Clivus chordoma 73.5 56 35 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (60°,0°)a

(120°,0°)a

(270°,0°)a

9 Chordoma 73.5 56 35 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (100°,355°)a

(55°,290°)a

(240°,0°)

10 Clivus chordoma 73.5 56 35 Opt. L + R, Chiasm, Brainstem (100°,0°)a

(250°, 5°)a

(60°,0°)a
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optimization approaches of variable RBE-driving factors 
and each approach covered the optimization of one of the 
following quantities:

• proton track-end distributions (TEopt),
• proton dose-averaged LET  (LETd) in voxels above a 

dose threshold (LETopt),
• dose contribution by high-LET protons, i.e. dirty 

dose (DDopt) and
• variable RBE-weighted dose (DRBEopt).

Hence, four BG treatment plans were created for each 
patient.

Proton track-ends are defined as the location where 
protons stop, i.e. the voxel where the proton transport 
is terminated. TEopt exploits that the maximum of the 
proton track-end depth distribution spatially correlates 
with the absorbed dose maximum and elevated  LETd 
area. In TEopt, the track-end fraction, defined as the 
number of track-ends in the region of interest divided by 
the total number of track-ends in the patient, was mini-
mized within the region of interest (ROI). TEopt objec-
tives acted on primary protons and aimed to reduce the 
track-end fraction in the critical OAR. Here, a reduction 

of track-end fractions in critical OARs by 50% relative to 
those in the corresponding DOSEopt plan was applied to 
all patients.

LETopt minimizes the  LETd, which is a dose-weighted 
mean value of the LET-spectrum within a voxel.  LETd 
is a measure for radiation quality and requires a sensi-
ble weighting with local dose to effectively reduce  DRBE, 
since the highest  LETd values usually occur in volumes 
of negligible dose and are biologically irrelevant. There-
fore in LETopt,  LETd values above a set  LETd level were 
only penalized in voxels with a dose above a user-spec-
ified threshold. Clinical follow-up studies consistently 
reported  LETd values around 2.5 keV/µm and  D1.1 above 
40  Gy(RBE) in radiation-induced image change areas 
after cranial proton therapy [8, 12, 13, 29–31]. Accord-
ingly, here,  LETd values above 2.5  keV/µm were penal-
ized in critical OAR but only in voxels with  D1.1 above 
40 Gy(RBE).  LETd was defined as the unrestricted dose-
averaged LET for all protons to unit density tissue and 
calculated with Method ‘C’ from [32].

In the ‘dirty dose’ approach, the DDopt objective is 
designed to penalize energy depositions from protons 
with an LET above a set LET threshold. The absorbed 
total dose in each voxel was separated in two categories: 

Fig. 1 Objectives and workflow to create treatment plans based on dose-only and biological effectiveness guided optimization with the aim 
to reduce variable relative biological effectiveness (RBE) weighted dose  (DRBE) to critical organs at risk (OAR) while maintaining target coverage, 
robustness, dose homogeneity and conformity. A) Clinically acceptable reference plan using only objectives for absorbed dose, thus  D1.1 (DOSEopt). 
B) Maintaining the same DOSEopt objectives and adding objectives for one of the four different biological effectiveness guided (BG) optimization 
strategies. Abbreviations: ROI: region of interest, DVH: dose-volume histogram, PTV: planning target volume, TE: track-ends,  LETd: dose-averaged 
linear energy transfer, DD: dirty dose,  DRBE: variable RBE-weighted dose, opt: optimization
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the absorbed dose deposited by individual protons with 
LET above the LET threshold (‘dirty dose’) and the 
absorbed dose deposited by individual protons below 
the LET threshold (‘clean dose’). Typically, the dirty dose 
portions of each treatment field are located at the distal 
field edge. DDopt is a dose-optimization approach where 
only the dirty dose portion, contributed by high LET 
protons, is minimized. In this work, the absorbed dose 
contributed by protons with an LET above 2.5 keV/µm in 
critical OARs was considered as ‘dirty dose’ and reduced 
in critical OARs. A reduction of near-maximum dirty 
dose in critical OARs by 50% relative to those in the cor-
responding DOSEopt plan was applied to all patients.

DRBEopt optimizes the product of total absorbed dose 
and variable RBE. Thus, absorbed dose or variable RBE 
or both can be optimized in order to lower the  DRBE in 
the OAR. DRBEopt was based on the variable RBE model 
from Wedenberg et al. [33] with α/β = 2 Gy in the critical 
OARs and the proton absorbed dose and  LETd as input 
parameters. Objective RBE-weighted dose levels applied 
in DRBEopt with a variable RBE were identical to the  D1.1 
levels applied in the corresponding DOSEopt plan.

During BGopt, track-end fractions,  LETd, dirty dose or 
 DRBE were scored voxel-wise and were consequently min-
imized within the critical OAR of the patient. Each of the 
BG objectives was added as quadratic penalty function to 
the standard composite objective function in the research 
TPS for critical OARs (Table  1). All BGopt objectives 
were implemented as maximum objectives meaning that 
a penalty is applied when a certain quantity is above a 
user-specified threshold value. All resulting DOSEopt 
and BGopt plans are clinically deliverable.

Plan evaluation
CTV coverage was defined relative to the prescribed 
dose, using a constant RBE, with  D50% = 100% and 
 D95% > 95%, where DX% represents the dose in X% of 
the CTV. Accordingly, near-maximum and near-min-
imum doses were defined as the  D1.1 to 1% and 99% of 
the volume of interest, respectively. For patients receiv-
ing 54  Gy(RBE) to the primary CTV (Table  1), toler-
ance doses to the brainstem and optical apparatus were 
54  Gy(RBE) [34, 35]. For patients with prescription 
doses > 54  Gy(RBE) to the primary CTV, doses up to 
60 Gy(RBE) were tolerated in the optical structures [35]. 
Similarly for these patients, higher brainstem doses were 
tolerated if the dose to the brainstem core, defined as a 
4 mm circular ROI in the geometric center of the brain-
stem, did not exceed 54  Gy(RBE) [36]. All OARs were 
assumed free of tumor cells. Doses to other healthy tis-
sue were kept as low as reasonably achievable and in line 
with the report on quantitative analyses of normal tissue 
effects in the clinic (QUANTEC) [37].

Treatment plan quality was defined by dose coverage 
 (D95% > 95%) and robustness in the CTV, dose conformity 
and dose homogeneity in the PTV as well as adherence to 
OAR tolerance dose. It was assessed for all DOSEopt and 
BGopt plans based on their respective  D1.1 distributions. 
Dose conformity index (CI) and dose heterogeneity index 
(HI) for  D1.1 were defined as,

with V being the volume of interest. Robustness anal-
ysis based on  D1.1 distributions was performed for all 
DOSEopt and BGopt plans with twelve scenarios for each 
treatment plan considering ± 3.5% density uncertainty 
and isotropic setup uncertainty of ± 2 mm [38] along the 
cardinal directions in the patient coordinate system [39], 
for which the percentage of scenarios passing  D95% > 95% 
in the CTVs was determined.

MC scoring extensions of the research TPS were used 
to recalculate the track-ends,  LETd and  DRBE on voxel-
level for all treatment plans.  LETd was only evaluated in 
voxels with a minimum total absorbed dose of 2 Gy. For 
 DRBE recalculations of the treatment plans, the Weden-
berg RBE model was applied with α/β = 10  Gy in the 
CTVs, 2  Gy otherwise [36] and proton  LETd as input 
parameters. The relative seriality model [40] was used 
to estimate NTCP for  DRBE distributions with equivalent 
doses delivered in 2  Gy fractions using an α/β of 2  Gy. 
NTCP values were determined for brainstem necrosis 
and blindness in the optical structures using  DRBE and 
model parameters of relative seriality s = 1, slope γ = 2.4, 
 D50 = 65.1 Gy(RBE) and s = 1, γ = 2.5,  D50 = 65.0 Gy(RBE), 
respectively [41], and denoted as NTCP(DRBE). Intra-
patient differences in  D1.1,  LETd,  DRBE and NTCP(DRBE) 
between DOSEopt and BGopt plans were derived and 
statistically tested with a Wilcoxon signed-rank test on a 
significance level of 0.05.

Results
Using a constant RBE of 1.1, CTV coverage was accept-
able for all 50 patient treatment plans with an average 
(range) median dose to the primary CTV of 99.8 (99.1–
100.1)% and  D95% to the primary and secondary CTVs 
of 96.4  (84.9–99.0)% and 99.6 (99.4–102.8)%, respec-
tively (Fig. 2, Fig. 3). PTV coverage was homogeneous 
(HI: 0.87 (0.73–0.95)) and conformal (CI 0.91 (0.78–
1.0)). Intra-patient differences in median dose,  D95%, CI 
and HI between BGopt and DOSEopt plans were small 
with 0.02 (0.00–0.07) Gy(RBE), 0.2 (0.0–1.4) Gy(RBE), 
0.01 (0.00–0.07) and 0.01 (0.00–0.04), respectively. 
For all treatment plans and both prescription groups, 

(1)
CI = VPTV covered by 95% isodose /V95% isodose

(2)HI = (D2%/D98%)PTV
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near-maximum  D1.1 values in the brainstem, brainstem 
core and optical apparatus were acceptable. Increases 
in mean  D1.1 to healthy brain tissue were below 3.0% 
for all BGopt plans. For patients 8 and 10,  D95% < 95% 
and thus decreased CTV robustness as well as HI < 0.8 

to the primary CTV were accepted in all plans to fulfill 
tolerance doses of overlapping critical OARs (Fig. 2).

For on average (range) 96 (67–100)% of uncertainty 
scenarios, DOSEopt plans fulfilled  D95% > 95% to the 
CTVs. BGopt plans were comparably robust with on 

Fig. 2 Constant relative biological effectiveness weighted dose distributions of the dose-only optimized reference plans in representative 
computed tomography slices. Isodoses are displayed relative to the prescription dose to the primary (high-dose) clinical target volume. Arrows 
depict coplanar (white) and non-coplanar beams (orange) as well as beams passing through the skullcap (green), respectively. Contours show the 
primary (high-dose) planning target volume (PTV, blue), secondary PTV (black), brainstem (white) and both optic nerves and chiasm (all magenta)
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average 94 (75–100)% acceptable scenarios. Within each 
patient, robustness of DOSEopt and BGopt plans were 
comparable with generally more than 80% of uncertainty 
scenarios reaching  D95% > 95%. While all BGopt strategies 
were similarly robust for patients with 54 Gy(RBE) pre-
scription doses (on average 93% to 96% robust scenar-
ios), DRBEopt appeared slightly but systematically less 
robust compared to the other strategies in patients with 
higher prescribed doses (on average 92% with DRBEopt 
vs. 97% to 100% robust scenarios with TEopt, LETopt and 
DDopt).

For  DRBE in the CTV, DOSEopt and BGopt plans 
showed similar absorbed dose and  LETd distributions and 
remained comparable with average  DRBE differences in 
 D95% and  D50% below 0.3 Gy(RBE) (Fig. 3). Using a varia-
ble RBE for dose evaluation, near-maximum  DRBE to each 
critical OAR increased on average by 6.9–8.6  Gy(RBE) 
for DOSEopt plans and exceeded their respective toler-
ance doses, i.e. brainstem (9/10 cases), chiasm (9/9), right 
optic nerve (6/7) and left optic nerve (8/9). Accordingly, 
NTCP(DRBE) for brainstem necrosis and blindness in the 
chiasm, right and left optic nerve in the DOSEopt plans 
were 6.6 (0.7–18.0)%, 16.8 (11.0–22.0)%, 9.7 (0.2–20.0)% 
and 11.2 (1.0–30.0)%, respectively.

All BGopt plans showed significantly lower near-
maximum  DRBE to all critical OARs with reductions 
up to 8.3  Gy(RBE) (Fig.  4). BG optimization functions 
decreased  DRBE to critical OARs by altering absorbed 
dose,  LETd or both. TEopt, LETopt and DDopt did not 
significantly reduce mean absorbed doses to any criti-
cal OAR compared to DOSEopt and differences to 
DOSEopt were on average below 0.3 Gy (p > 0.05, Fig. 4). 
These three physical strategies reduced mean and near-
maximum  LETd on average by 0.5 keV/µm and 0.8 keV/
µm, respectively, which in both  LETd parameters was 
significantly lower than DOSEopt for three of four criti-
cal OARs. In contrast, the DRBEopt approach primarily 
reduced the mean and near-maximum absorbed dose to 
critical OARs by on average 2.0  Gy and 2.2  Gy, respec-
tively. Accordingly, these absorbed dose values were 
significantly lower than for DOSEopt for all but one com-
parison. No significant  LETd reduction was observed for 
DRBEopt and minor changes in mean and near-max-
imum  LETd and average differences remained below 
0.1 keV/µm.

LETd reductions were realized by a redistribution of 
track-ends to areas outside of the critical OARs, as exem-
plarily shown for patient 5 (Fig.  5). For the DOSEopt 
plan, many track-ends were placed at the border between 
PTV and critical OARs to produce the steep absorbed 
dose gradient necessary to fulfill the respective OAR 
tolerance doses. This caused areas of  LETd ≥ 2.5  keV/
µm in and around the critical OARs. TEopt, LETopt and 

Fig. 3 Each boxplot contains near-minimum (95%) or median (50%) 
values of all patients in the primary clinical target volume (CTV). 
Constant  (D1.1, first row) and variable RBE-weighted dose  (DRBE, third 
row) volume-histogram values were normalized to the respective 
prescription dose  (Dpres). Dose-averaged linear energy transfer 
 (LETd, second row) is displayed in absolute values. Abbreviations: 
DOSEopt: dose-only optimization, TEopt: track-end optimization, 
LETopt: dose-averaged linear energy transfer  (LETd) optimization with 
dose threshold, DDopt: Dirty dose optimization, DRBEopt: variable 
RBE-weighted dose optimization
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DDopt redistributed track-ends to the PTV and healthy 
brain tissue, which were not subject to BG optimiza-
tion objectives, and thereby largely reduced  LETd in all 
critical OARs. TEopt strictly penalized track-ends and, 
thus, avoided elevated  LETd values to large volumes of 
the brainstem, while LETopt and DDopt focussed on 
reducing hotspots of track-ends and  LETd. DRBEopt did 
not change the track-end distribution within the critical 

OARs substantially; instead, it produced a track-end hot-
spot at the border between CTV and brainstem to obtain 
an even steeper absorbed dose fall-off. Accordingly, 
brainstem  LETd values in DRBEopt remained compara-
ble to DOSEopt (Fig. 5).

The observed  DRBE reductions by all BGopt approaches 
translated into significant average (range) NTCP(DRBE) 
reductions of 47.4 (33.3–63.9)% and were 2.6 (2.2–3.0) 

Fig. 4 Each boxplot contains differences in mean or near-maximum (1%) values between biological effectiveness guided plans and dose-only 
optimized plans in critical organs at risk for all patients. Absolute differences in constant  (D1.1, first row) and variable RBE-weighted dose  (DRBE, 
third row) and dose-averaged linear energy transfer  (LETd, second row) are shown. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.05) are marked with an 
arterisk. Abbreviations: TEopt: track-end optimization, LETopt: dose-averaged linear energy transfer  (LETd) optimization with dose threshold, DDopt: 
Dirty dose optimization, DRBEopt: variable RBE-weighted dose optimization
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Fig. 5 Patient 5: Columns display distributions of constant relative biological effectiveness (RBE) weighted dose (D1.1), dose-averaged linear energy 
transfer  (LETd) in voxels above 10 Gy and proton track-ends. Each row shows D1.1,  LETd and track-end distributions for one optimization strategy. 
Primary  planning target volume (blue)  is shown together with the brainstem (white) and both optic nerves (magenta). DOSEopt: dose-only 
optimization, TEopt: track-end optimization, LETopt: dose-averaged linear energy transfer  (LETd) optimization with dose threshold, DDopt: Dirty 
dose optimization, DRBEopt: variable RBE-weighted dose optimization
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percentage points (pp), 9.2 (7.7–10.7) pp, 4.8 (3.7–5.3) pp 
and 5.2 (4.8–6.0) pp lower than DOSEopt for brainstem 
necrosis and blindness in the chiasm, right and left optic 
nerve, respectively. The highest NTCP(DRBE) reduc-
tions were observed for patients with elevated initial 
NTCP(DRBE) in the DOSEopt plans. All BGopt strategies 
performed equally well in terms of NTCP(DRBE) reduc-
tions and differences between BGopt strategies were 1.8 
(0.5–6.2)  pp and highest for DRBEopt in the high-dose 
group (Table 2).

Discussion
The amount of data on LET-driven RBE related side 
effects after proton therapy is increasing and originates 
predominantly from the analysis of brain toxicity. For 
brain irradiations, high patient positioning reproducibil-
ity, low initial beam energies and, thus, low range strag-
gling, homogeneous anatomy and sharp distal absorbed 
dose gradients may contribute to high  LETd values and 
result in  DRBE uncertainties in normal tissue [39, 42]. 
Patients undergoing cranial proton therapy may particu-
larly benefit from biologically guided treatment planning 
approaches beyond absorbed dose optimization since 
variable RBE-induced dose increase is primarily a spa-
tially limited effect which may be particularly relevant for 
serial organs, as often found in cranial patients. Entities 

with parallel structured OARs are seldomly at a high 
initial risk of RBE-induced overdosages as the absorbed 
dose in proton therapy is typically far from OAR toler-
ance dose and thus, may limit the extend of a measurable 
benefit of BGopt.

The observed  DRBE reductions, using the Weden-
berg model, by BG objectives translated into systemati-
cal NTCP(DRBE) reductions for brainstem necrosis and 
blindness. NTCP(DRBE) reductions by BGopt were about 
50% with average and maximum reductions of 5.4 pp and 
18.4 pp, respectively, compared to conventional DOSEopt 
plans (Table  2). BGopt strategies were particularly ben-
eficial for patients with high initial risk in the DOSEopt 
plans. They achieved substantial NTCP reductions since 
absorbed dose values were already close to tolerance dose 
at which the sigmoid-shaped NTCP function changes 
rapidly with  DRBE. The observed NTCP improvements in 
our study seem to reach a relevant level as they are in the 
same order of magnitude as NTCP differences used for 
patient selection to proton therapy by the model based 
approach [43] as adopted in countries such as the Neth-
erlands and Denmark. It was found that none of the BG 
optimization strategies systematically outperformed the 
others in terms of NTCP(DRBE) reduction. Still, the abso-
lute values for  DRBE and NTCP(DRBE) must be considered 
with caution [4], since the transferability of in-vitro data 
based RBE models to the clinical situation is limited, the 

Table 2 Normal tissue complication probabilities for dose-optimized plans and reductions achieved by biological effectiveness 
guided optimization

* p < 0.05 tested for group ‘all patients’, Dpres prescription dose, NTCP normal tissue complication probability, DRBE variable RBE-weighted dose, R right, L left, DOSEopt 
dose-only optimization, TEopt track-end optimization, LETopt dose-averaged linear energy transfer  (LETd) optimization with dose threshold, DDopt dirty dose 
optimization, DRBEopt variable RBE-weighted dose optimization

OAR, Endpoint Group Mean (range) 
NTCP(DRBE)/%

Mean (range) ΔNTCP(DRBE) to DOSEopt/percentage points

DOSEopt TEopt LETopt DDopt DRBEopt

Brainstem, necrosis

All 6.6 (0.7–18.0) 3.0* (0.5–8.6) 2.6* (0.4–8.0) 2.5* (0.6–6.0) 2.2* (0.2–7.0)

Dpres ≤ 54 2.6 (0.7–4.8) 1.5 (0.5–2.3) 1.4 (0.5–2.3) 1.4 (0.6–2.1) 1.0 (0.2–2.2)

Dpres > 54 10.6 (1.0–18.0) 4.5 (0.5–8.6) 3.8 (0.4–8.0) 3.6 (0.7–6.0) 3.5 (0.5–7.0)

Chiasm, blindness

All 16.8 (11.0–22.0) 8.8* (4.5–16.9) 7.7* (2.0–16.8) 9.5* (4.5–16.2) 10.7* (1.0–18.4)

Dpres ≤ 54 16.3 (11.0–21.0) 6.1 (4.6–16.9) 6.1 (2.0–16.8) 5.7 (4.5–16.2) 7.1 (2.0–16.2)

Dpres > 54 17.2 (12.0–22.0) 7.8 (4.5–10.7) 5.7 (2.3–8.0) 8.6 (4.9–10.9) 11.9 (1.0–18.4)

Opticus R, blindness

All 9.7 (0.2–20.0) 5.3* (0.2–9.0) 5.3* (0.2–10.4) 4.9* (0.2–10.0) 3.7* (0.1–16.5)

Dpres ≤ 54 5.4 (0.2–9.3) 2.0 (0.2–3.0) 2.8 (0.2–6.1) 2.8 (0.2–5.4) 1.7 (0.1–3.0)

Dpres > 54 13.0 (5.4–20.0) 6.2 (3.0–9.0) 5.6 (2.9–10.4) 6.4 (3.6–10.0) 9.2 (2.8–16.5)

Opticus L, blindness

All 11.2 (1.0–30.0) 5.2* (0.5–15.0) 4.8* (0.5–15.0) 4.9* (0.6–13.0) 6.0* (1.0–17.3)

Dpres ≤ 54 13.5 (6.2–30.0) 6.5 (2.8–15.0) 6.6 (3.6–15.0) 6.4 (2.8–13.0) 5.7 (2.8–13.0)

Dpres > 54 9.3 (1.0–27.0) 4.2 (0.5–12.0) 3.3 (0.5–8.0) 3.8 (0.6–9.0) 6.2 (1.0–17.3)
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applied NTCP models are based on photon data and the 
observed NTCP values for DOSEopt plans do not corre-
late to our clinical findings. The Wedenberg model with 
α/β = 2  Gy, as used in our study, incorporates the RBE 
dependencies known for protons from in-vitro data [3] 
and was found to be consistent with a clinically derived 
RBE model for brain tissue [8]. Additionally, different 
phenomenological RBE models share similar trends in 
variable RBE prediction for clinical scenarios and the 
same α/β [44], which reduces the impact of the choice of 
a particular RBE model in our study, while the absolute 
RBE and, thus,  DRBE values may be model-specific.

Relative to the DOSEopt reference plans, the average 
reduction in near-maximum  LETd to critical OARs was 
19.0%, 19.0% and 18.9% with TEopt, LETopt and DDopt, 
respectively. This compares to earlier studies in brain 
tumor patients optimizing track-ends [28] or  LETd [24] 
showing an average  LETd reduction in near-maximum 
values of 25.7% and 23.7%, respectively. In contrast, the 
DRBEopt approach implemented here was found to be 
primarily absorbed dose-optimizing leaving the  LETd 
and RBE values on average largely unchanged. However, 
DRBEopt appeared less robust in the CTV compared to 
DOSEopt and the other BGopt plans when prescription 
doses were substantially above OAR tolerance dose. It is 
therefore desirable to implement BG planning strategies 
into a robust optimization framework to directly bal-
ance  DRBE reductions with maintaining plan robustness, 
especially when altering absorbed dose distributions. 
Robust optimization may impact the absorbed dose and 
 LETd distribution of the dose-only optimized PTV-based 
reference plan used in our study, particularly at the dis-
tal edge. Likewise, robust optimization may impact the 
effectiveness and benefit of all BGopt strategies which 
should be considered in future studies. The outcome of 
this study suggests that all BG plans should be comple-
mented by robust evaluation when applied clinically.

For the BG optimization objectives, clinically relevant 
levels are required, first, to optimally balance  DRBE reduc-
tions with maintaining plan quality and, second, to sys-
tematically apply BGopt to a larger patient cohort prior 
to clinical translation. For LETopt, the applied levels were 
in accordance with clinically reported absorbed dose 
and  LETd values. Specifically, mean  LETd and mean  D1.1 
values above 2.5  keV/µm and 40  Gy(RBE), respectively, 
were reported within the anatomical brain regions that 
showed MR image changes after proton therapy [8, 12, 
13, 29–31]. A more harmonized LET reporting in tox-
icity volumes would allow for deriving more consistent 
 LETd-related volume objectives for plan optimization. 
Recently, the unrestricted  LETd of protons to water or 
unit density tissue was proposed [45].

DDopt presents a sensitive dose optimization approach 
as it allows for penalizing the absorbed dose contri-
butions of high-LET protons. For DDopt and TEopt, 
however, neither voxelwise particle-energy spectra nor 
track-end fractions, respectively, have been reported 
so far for toxicity volumes. This hampers the derivation 
and application of suitable levels for DDopt and TEopt 
objectives and currently limits the exploitation of their 
full potential. Therefore, the  LETd values applied in 
LETopt were also used as LET threshold in DDopt. The 
maximum allowable track-end fraction falling in an OAR 
depends also on the incident field directions and the vol-
ume of the CTV and OAR [28]. Therefore, in our study, 
track-end levels to be penalized were found in trial-and-
error iterations. A feasible advancement could be a track-
end objective to minimize the track-ends in critical OARs 
without the use of a preset threshold. Although a 50% 
reduction in track-ends and near-maximum dirty dose 
kept plan quality and translated in NTCP(DRBE) reduc-
tions comparable to those in LETopt and DRBEopt, these 
objective levels may still not be optimal.  Clearly, more 
studies reporting volume histogram parameters or voxel-
wise information for absorbed dose,  LETd and dirty dose 
or track-ends in toxicity volumes are needed to better 
define the objectives to be used in biology-guided plan 
optimization strategies beyond absorbed dose optimiza-
tion. Multi-criteria optimization with BGopt is required 
to quantify the impact of the uncertainties associated 
with the choice of user-specified threshold values on the 
resulting BGopt plans, as the impact also correlates with 
the applied objective weights.

DRBEopt may be the most intuitive optimization 
approach as it requires no change in treatment plan-
ning, except for replacing the current clinical RBE model, 
which assumes a constant value of 1.1, by a more appro-
priate and accepted variable clinical RBE model. Using 
tolerance doses from photon therapy as dose objectives 
for critical OARs appears safe since variable RBE typi-
cally exceeds 1.1 in critical OARs with low α/β. Conse-
quently, the absorbed dose in these OARs decreases as 
was also observed in our study. However, DRBEopt in 
our current implementation decreased plan robustness in 
some cases in our study. Comparing the four considered 
BG optimization strategies, at this point in time, reduc-
ing  LETd in high-dose voxels with LETopt may therefore 
be favorable as it performed well in NTCP(DRBE) reduc-
tions, kept plan robustness and quality and objective lev-
els were based on clinical toxicity reports.

BG optimization approaches can be applied for 
the target volume or OARs or for both. Furthermore, 
they may either optimize absorbed dose and dose-
enhancing factors (track-ends,  LETd, variable RBE) 
simultaneously (one-step) or sequentially (two-step). 
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Here, a sequential approach was applied utilizing the 
clinically used treatment field angles for each patient. 
In a first step, constant RBE-weighted dose objectives 
were found that produced a clinically acceptable plan 
and remained fixed afterwards. Subsequently, dose-
enhancing factors were added and optimized. This 
two-step approach generated favorable  DRBE to critical 
OARs and NTCP(DRBE) without degrading clinical plan 
quality, in line with similar studies [22, 26]. A simul-
taneous absorbed dose and  LETd optimization offers 
additional degrees of freedom and may reduce  DRBE and 
NTCP(DRBE) even further [17]. However, two-step opti-
mization approaches are closer to current daily clinical 
treatment planning practice. Additionally, maintain-
ing a constant RBE for dose prescription to the tumor 
is in line with recent recommendations and allows for 
consistent dose reporting while acquiring more clinical 
data on RBE variability [2]. Selectively reducing  DRBE to 
OARs is also in accordance with other research works 
on optimization of variable RBE related quantities in 
OARs [22, 23, 26, 30]. Therefore, sequentially reduc-
ing the  LETd to OARs while maintaining current dose 
constraints to the target volume is a first and safe step 
towards translating optimization with variable RBE into 
clinical practice.

Conclusions
For the ten cranial patients in our study, the optimiza-
tion of track-ends,  LETd in high-dose voxels, absorbed 
dose contributions by high-LET protons and variable 
RBE-weighted dose substantially reduced variable RBE-
induced dose burden to healthy tissue. Simultaneously, all 
optimization strategies adhered to current dose reporting 
with a constant RBE in the target volumes.  LETd optimi-
zation in voxels with high absorbed dose may be favoura-
ble over the other strategies presented in this study, since 
optimization objectives can be based on clinical toxicity 
reports after cranial proton therapy and  LETd-optimizing 
strategies were slightly superior in terms of robustness. 
Sequentially using biological effectiveness guided opti-
mization strategies in OARs could be the first step with 
variable RBE into clinical practice while acquiring more 
clinical proton data on variable proton RBE.
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